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Abstract
Release rates oftritiumfrom stainless steel 3 16 Were measured in the temperature range 283
- 573 K and depth profiles of tritium in thermally depleted specimens were obtahed by
chemical etching procedures. The release results were interpreted uslng a One-dimensional
diffusion model･ The activation energy for the diffusion of tritium through stainless steel was

















































































































Fig. 3. Tritium depth profile in SS316
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Fig･ 4･ The release rate oftritium from SS316 at 298 K over aperiod of 1319 hours is
shown in Fig. (a). The simulation curves 1, 2 and 3 Were obtained with the dimlSion
coefficients l･4xl0-1 I cm2/S, 1･4xl0-12 cm2/S, and l･4xl0-13 cm2/S, respectively･ The
tritium depth profile of the specimen after completion of the experiment is shown in
Fig. (b). The simulation curves 1 , 2 and 3 Were obtained using the dimISion coe用cients














Fig. 5. The release rate oftritium fTrom SS316 at 423 K over a period of3 hours is
shown in Fig. (a). The simulation curves 1, 2 and 3 Were obtained with the dimlSion
coefficients 2.0× 1018 cm2/S, 2.0× 10~9 cm2/S, and 2.0×10~10 cm2/S, respectively. The
tritium depth profile of the specimen after completion of the experiment is shown in
Fig. (b). The simulation curves I, 2 and 3 were obtained using the diffusion coefficients
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Fig. 6. Comparison between obtained
diffusion coefficients and reported values.
50
SS316からのトリチウム脱離挙動の温度依存性
Table 1. Diffusion coefficients obtained from results ofthermal tritium release and of
tritium distribution in SS3 16
Temp ??DfromdesorptlOn 認eG&?FW??Tinsurf. 
2-1 ?&?免R?ﾓ%2ﾓ?layer kBq 
K 番'?ﾒﾓ2?mS 
283 白??.5E-13 ?綸Rﾓ??8.5 
288 ?纈?.5E-13 迭蔬Rﾓ??3.4 
298 釘纈?.4E-12 ??Rﾓ??5.2 
318 ?纈?.OE-12 ?續Rﾓ??4.0 
348 迭??.8E-ll ?蔬Rﾖﾆﾂ?5.5 
373 ?縒?.7E-10 ?蔬Rﾓ??6.1 
423 ???.3E-9 ?綸Rﾓ?18.1 
423 迭??.OE-9 ?繖Rﾓ?14.2 
473 ?縒?.1E-8 途?Rﾓ?10.2 
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